
2009, the year that was

STOCKS.  Amazingly, the 2009 top stock rose 9,583%, barely missing the 10,000%
mark.  The stock belongs to a USA company1 in the business of wholesaling and roasting coffee,
offering whole bean, ground coffee and single-serve coffee products through its subsidiaries and
network of distributors.  Why the shares went up so much is not the scope here.

The second best stock is IDI.W (a stock warrant) 7,400% and third is SCSS 2,508%.
SECTORS.  134 sectors out of a total of 214 are in positive territory.
The top three industry sectors for the year are Copper (first), Semiconductor – Memory

chips (second) and Banks – Foreign regional (third).
At the bottom are Banks - Regional-Pacific (bad), Silver (worse) and Banks - Regional-

Mid-Atlantic (worst).
Unchanged are Personal Services, Security/Protection Services, Home

Furnishings/Fixtures, General Entertainment, Real Estate Development, Mortgage Investment,
Medical Labs & Research and Metals Fabrication.

FUTURES.  Gainers are Crude Oil, Heating Oil, Gasoline, Ethanol, 30-day Fed funds, 1-
month LIBOR, S&P 500 Index, NASDAQ 100, DJIA, NYSE Composite, S&P Midcap 400,
Russell 2000, Pork bellies, Gold, Silver, Copper, Platinum, Palladium, Cotton, Orange Juice,
Coffee, Sugar and Cocoa.

1 Diedrich Coffee stopped trading under the DDRX symbol in May 2010.  It has been bought by rival company
Green Mountain Coffee Roasters Inc. in a US$290M or $35/share merger in Dec. 9, 2009.

Fig.  1 – Weekly Candlestick chart of DDRX, the winner stock in 2009, on a logarithmic
scale.  It rose an eye-popping 9,583% from US$0.36 on Jan. 2nd to US$34.86 on Dec. 31st.



Losers are Natural gas, 30-year T-bond, 10-year T-note, 5-year T-note, Wheat, Corn,
Canola, Live Cattle, Lean Hogs and Lumber.

Unchanged or very little changed are 2-year T-note, Soybeans, Oats, Rough Rice, Feeder
Cattle and Milk.

*
A FEW MORE THOUGHTS.  The year 2009 wrapped up on an upbeat mode

deserving a few extra observations.
Dozens of stocks finished the year with 4-digit gains and hundreds others with triple digit

percentage gains confirming the old truth that desperate times, like the recession we left behind,
carry the seeds of hope, implying that good times carry the seeds of desperation.

The recession meant many things to many people, but little to those at the helm.
I doubt the city mayor, the pope, the army general, the hospital director or funeral parlor

owner noticed anything bad outside their office.  The brunt of economic downturn crushed
mostly  those  in  the  lower  and  middle  echelons  of  society  more  than  those  at  the  top,  and  will
continue to squeeze those two echelons a little bit longer to remind everybody what the idiocy at
individual level (such as mortgages) produces when it mutates into crowd foolishness (such as
mortgage financing en masse and abundant mortgage-backed securities).

One of the most important lessons to be learnt from 2008-2009 is perhaps for citizens to
realize their increased responsibility to society and less to themselves.

*
My solution for delaying future recessions, reducing their number and impact consists of

three points, which I am sure nobody will really care about, not soon anyway.
1. The introduction of price controls for each and every product and service.
2. Absolute price controls must be introduced in all countries concomitantly.
3. Extremely strict containment of population growth.
Without steps to curb all sorts of excesses, earthlings and nations around the world will

repeat past mistakes on a grander and grander scale than in the past on their way to the reckoning
day …

*
Let’s add up the percentages of the best monthly winners to find out the maximum

possible gains for 2009.
January: ANDS 211%
February: ZN 83%
March: APAC 87%
April: TIN 126%
May: VNDA 1,268%
June: VOCL 180%
July: GHQ.W 121%
August: MERC 337%
September: N/A
October: TMI.W 458%
November: NLST 674%
December: EONC 176%
The total is a staggering 3,721%.



Worth  mentioning  is  that  such  simple  calculation  is  just  a  way  of  approximating  the
maximum.  For instance, there have been a few stocks every month which went up more than the
monthly winner but then fell before month end.  In this article, I limited myself only to monthly
winners, not to the best 30-day stocks which change every day.

Question: are there investors with returns of 3,939% or 9,585% in 2009?
Answer: hey, are you kidding?
Another  question:  can  somebody  find  the  winners  before  they  win  for  him  to  ride  on

them pocketing the biggest gains month after month?
Another answer: no way, nobody can.
Two of the tactics which investors use are:

1. They combine a few stocks, 1-2 currencies and 1-2 commodities into a portfolio
they trade non-stop until the end of time to catch all the medium-to-long-term
trends.

2. Or  they  scan  for  securities  with  the  highest  momentum  every  week  to  ride  on
them until their fast wave subsides and new securities which build momentum are
found.

Readers must keep in mind that for every monthly top stock, there are dozens of other
stocks with double-digit gains and many more with single-digit growth regardless of the number
of declining stocks on the Exchange.  Many of the declining stocks have bearish potential,  and
may be shorted.  In the same vein, apart from the yearly top stock, there are hundreds upon
hundreds of stocks which grew many times their value in the YTD, 12-month and year-end
categories.

*
Not all investors are blessed with the knack to pick the best monthly or yearly

performers, but enough investors are smart enough to go with the countless finalists.
You too could do the same.
It pays to know the ideal, the maximum which could theoretically be attained, in order to

motivate yourself to find ways for coming close to it.  There is nothing and nobody in the whole
world to stop you from patrolling the markets for monster gains except for only one dangerous
person who delayed you from finding them so far and whom you must fight down: you.

This	 article	 is	 an	 abridged	 sample	 from	 John	 Craciun’s	 motivational	 e-book	 ‘The	
Money	Art,	Vol.	II’	available	for	sale	at	www.GainTraders.com		
Feel	free	to	e-mail	it	to	your	friends.	


